CLAS EVENTS · SPRING 2022

Jan 27  CHARLES BRIGGS: Unlearning: Rethinking Poetics, Pandemics, and the Politics of Knowledge (with Patricia Baquedano-López and Bernardo Moreno)

Feb 7  YÁSNAYA ELENA AGUILAR GIL: Tequiologies: Indigenous Solutions Against Climate Catastrophe

Feb 14  ECHOES OF ATTEMPTS: A Conversation with Ricardo Aleixo

Feb 19  RICARDO ALEIXO: FESTIM & The Others: Thirty Years of Intermedial Travels

Feb 24  DENISE FERREIRA DA SILVA: The Racial Event

Mar 10  MALCOM FERDINAND: A World Beyond the Colonial Epistemology: Writing with Engagement

Apr 1  FILM SCREENING: Perro Bomba

Apr 7  FILM SCREENING: Ni héroe ni traidor (Neither Hero Nor Traidor)

Apr 7  ESTELLE TARICA: Holocaust Consciousness and Cold War Violence

Apr 14  FILM SCREENING: Miguelito: A Song to Puerto Rico

Apr 21  FILM SCREENING: Familia de medianoche (Midnight Family)

Apr 28  FILM SCREENING: Aos teus olhos (Liquid Truth)

May 2  ELVIRA ESPEJO AYCA